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Valmont® Tap Tag User Guide 
The Future is Digital
To live out our tagline of Conserving Resources. Improving Life.®, Valmont is increasingly seeking 
environmentally friendly solutions that help the planet by cutting down on unnecessary waste. Tap Tag with 
NFC Tools was created as a way to share business information digitally by contact with other smartphones 
without use of a paper business card. Plus, they’re really cool. To get the most use out of your Tap Tag, 
follow the instructions below.

1. First, using your work cell phone, navigate to https://www.vcard.link/ 

2. Fill out your name, title, email and work/cell number.” 
Note: You must add a username and password in the Authentication section to go to the next page. 
We recommend only including your name, title, email and work/cell number. Please be sure to save 
your username and password. This will help if you ever need to edit your card’s information.

https://www.vcard.link/
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3. Once you are done adding information, hit “Create Card” which brings you to next page.

4. Click “Share” in the top right corner. If you are using a smartphone, it will be next to the icons “Scan” 
and “Save.” Four links will appear.

5. Copy the third link down that says “VCF File.” 
Note: This is the only recommended option that you use.  
Continue onto the next section in order to accurately encode your Tap Tag.

6. To edit your vCard’s current information, remove the “.vcf” from the link shown in the previous step: 
change “https://vcard.link/card/DIGE.vcf” to “https://vcard.link/card/DIGE”. 
Doing so will send you to a page that has an edit button. Remembering your username and password, 
you can edit your card and will not have to reprogram the chip because the link itself stays the same.
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Program Your Tap Tag

1. The first step is to download “NFC Tools” from your 
phone’s app store and open it.

2. After opening the app, you will be greeted with this home page.  
Click “Write” to move on to the next step.

3. Here, you will see a page with three options. Click the first option “Add 
a record” to move on to step 4.
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4. This step greets you with many options to code into your Tap Tag.  
The recommended option is to click “Custom URL/URI.” Move on to 
the next step. 
Note: DO NOT use the “Contact” option in NFC tools. It will not work. 
Note: Not all options are compatible with all smartphones. For 
example, you are able to code Wi-Fi information into an NFC tag with 
any smartphone, but currently only Android phones can read Wi-Fi 
info; iPhones will not read.

5. After clicking “Custom URL/URI” the app will bring you to this 
page. Input your copied link from the VCard site into the box. 
Click “OK” in top right corner when you are done.

6. After clicking “OK” you will be brought back to this page and your 
custom URL will have been added. Notice the app tells you the amount 
of space your link takes up. 
Click “Write” to be prompted with an NFC “Ready to Scan” message.
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7. Make sure your NFC reader is turned on and enabled on your phone. 
Older phones (more than four generations ago) don’t have “always-on” 
NFC like newer phones. To activate NFC, google and check the settings 
for your particular phone. 
Both the sending and receiving phones must be on and unlocked. After 
opening, wait approximately five seconds before scanning. Most phone 
cases are fine to leave on.

8. Placement during scanning — Different types of phones require different 
motions to scan. In addition, on your card, the circle with the V logo is the 
actual tag; that is what you should hold up to the receiving phone. The 
signal will not reach through the metal if reversed.

Both types of phones should be ¼-inch to 3 inches away from the tag to 
properly read.

• iPhone readers are on the top of the phone. To encode on an iPhone, 
hold the card perpendicular to the top of the phone with the center tag 
(circular logo) facing down on top of the phone. If you rest the card 
on the back of your phone, it will not register. A secret with iPhones is 
to slowly “roll” the NFC chip (the circle with the V) over the top of the 
phone.

• Android readers are on the back of the phone in the middle. To scan, 
place the backside-middle of your phone onto Tap Tag. 

Your smartphone will make a sound and/or vibrate when your NFC tag is 
officially encoded, which usually takes only one second.

The check mark that appears shows that your NFC chip is programmed. 
You can test Tap Tag by holding a different smartphone near it. That 
phone should automatically receive the information you encoded via an 
on-screen notification. Click/open the notification to go to the info. You 
do not need an app to read Tap Tag; any compatible smartphone will read 
the tag within three inches.

Critical Step

You MUST actually open the notification in the above step to see the contact, and you MUST save the 
contact for it to be saved on your phone. Simply opening it does not save the info to your contacts.


